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Whether looking to diversify or expand your existing 
accommodation offering, log cabins and wooden camping pods 
provide a natural appeal attracting all types of visitors from long 
weekend holiday lets to permanent holiday homes.  

Currently enjoying a boom in popularity, the first timber 
lodges began to appear on UK sites as far back as the Seventies. 
Forty years on, some of those early trend setters, on the banks of 
Lake Windermere, are still in use today. 

While budget is always going to be the primary consideration, 
it is important to consider your target market, location and site 
layout before making an investment commitment. 

Touch Wood

ABOVE: Attracting all types of visitors from long weekend holiday lets to permanent holiday homes, log cabins have been used in the UK for more than 40 years.

Jo Reeves investigates the benefits of adding log cabins, timber lodges 
and chalets, and wooden camping pods, to your holiday park offering

“A lodge park could look to invest anything from between 
around £20,000 to over £100,000 for a single lodge,” says David 
Hollyhead, a specialist lodge consultant.

 “The lower end often attracts a high turnover of clients 
paying lower rates and although this can provide a rapid 
return on investment, higher costs may be incurred from 
refurbishments and replacements,” he advises.

 “At the higher end, the incredible quality and finish of top-
end units matches any top-class housing project and owners 
have the option of becoming more involved in the design of the 
home and its interior,” adds David.

PREMIUM RATES
Robert Matthews from Baltic Timber Lodges says that many 

50-plus retired people, with good disposable income, will pay a 
premium for premium locations without the noise of a typical 
caravan park; summer rates of £650 plus are not uncommon. 

“We recently constructed four larger lodges on a site 
that overlooks a golf course in a popular holiday resort; an 
investment of £250,000 has returned £700,000, plus weekly site 
fees,” Robert reveals.

A cheaper initial investment than the larger lodges and 
cabins, camping pods typically attract a transient market of 
walkers, fellwalkers and hikers, to those sites located on popular 
trails and routes, such as the Pennine or Cumbrian Ways.

>>

ABOVE: Camping pods typically attract a transient market of walkers, 
fellwalkers and hikers at  sites located on popular trails and walking 
routes. Pic: Arch Leisure

ABOVE: Kitchens should be updated on a regular basis as soon as they 
start to look tired.  Pic: Cornish Holiday Lodges

ABOVE: Holiday home purchasers or hirers will pay more for premium 
locations. Pic: Cornish Holiday Lodges.

QUALITY REPUTATION  
FOR ISLAND SUPPLIERS
Island Leisure Lodges, established in 1988, are one of 
Scotland’s premier manufacturer of quality buildings.

Enjoying a reputation for a superior quality of product and 
service, the company supply varied designs not just for 
holiday homes but also for buildings such as visitor centres, 
shower and toilet blocks, coffee shops and sports pavilions.

With energy efficiency now a most important subject, Island 
Leisure are conscious of their responsibility as a manufacturer 
to create homes that are thermally-efficient and are 
produced from sustainable raw materials.

The buildings are fully constructed in Perth, Scotland and 
are then transported by lorry to their destination. The Island 
Leisure team then take three to four days to site the building 
and ensure all services are commissioned.

Island Leisure 
Tel. 01738 583024, www.islandleisure.co.uk 

Robert says: “A complete camping pod for two people can be 
constructed from around £4,000.

“If occupied for 90 nights per year a pod will give a return on 
investment of around 68 per cent in the first year, based on two 
sharing at £30 per lodge per night.”

COST EFFECTIVE
For the developing holiday park considering introducing 

these types of accommodation, Robert suggests: “The most 
cost-effective to try first – a smaller initial investment for a 
fairly high return – could be a transportable mobile timber cabin 
of about 16 feet wide. 

“This can be built on one chassis, is four feet wider than the 
widest static caravan and can be transported elsewhere should 
the site owner decide to sell them on.

ABOVE: Don’t just meet but exceed your visitors’ expectations. 
Pic. Horizon Leisure Homes.
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ABOVE: A classic layout for lodges maximises the space available. Pic: Island Leisure.

>>  “An investment of less than £100,000 would get a site three 
fully-insulated cabins and a 20 per cent return on investment, 
based on nine months’ occupancy, although rates will vary on 
location and facilities,” adds Robert.

SITE LAYOUT
Site design is an important aspect to consider. “A classic line 

layout for lodges maximises the area available”, David advises. 
“While a more random layout gives more individual ground 
around each unit.”

 Planning permission is required for any type of unit -- 
from the smaller wooden camping pods to the larger wooden 
camping lodges and houses- with the price scale varying 
according to size of development. 

Lodges can be installed by tradesmen, supplied on a self-build 
basis, or via an assisted build scheme. “Although self-builds can be 
completed perfectly well,” David says. “This takes more time and 
effort than manufacturers assembling the infrastructure of a lodge”. 

ABOVE: Planning permission is required for any type of unit - from the 
smaller wooden camping pods to the larger wooden camping lodges and 
houses. Pic: The Dream Lodge Group

ESCAPISM FOR CORNISH VISITORS
Kelly Sharman, from Cornish Holiday Lodges, which specialises 
in self-catering holidays and relaxing breaks, says that their 
lodges often exceed client expectation in terms of spaciousness, 
facilities and comfort. 

“I believe customers choose lodges over other types of 
accommodation for the sense of European escapism right here 
in Britain; something just a little bit different from the norm,” 
says Kelly.

The Cornish business offers lodge visitors the use of the site 
pool, spa, bar, gym, tennis, golf and a restaurant.  

Rates vary according to the time of year- from £475 
in November to £1,250 in August, for a lodge that can 
accommodate up to eight people. Prices increase during 
holidays, such as Easter, £820 and Christmas, £870, but always 
highest in the peak summer months.

Cornish Holiday Lodges
Tel. 0121 308 4511, www.cornishholidaylodges.co.uk

BELOW: Cornish Holiday Lodges offer lodge accommodation as 
part of its self-catering holiday package. Pic: Cornish Holiday Lodges.

>>
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>> With an assisted build scheme, the site owner is guided 
through the initial construction process and once the outer 
walls are interlocked to the inner rooms, the final process is 
similar to any construction process. 

LONG TERM GAIN
“The essence for promoting longevity is the quality and 

strength of the building, windows and doors, which should be 
equivalent to the quality of those in a house,” Robert says. “A 
log lodge, of any make, should have solid timber throughout 
the build, including floors and especially in wet areas, which 
can also be covered with tiles, if preferred.”

COMPANY CONTACTS
DAVID HOLLYHEAD DEVELOPMENTS UK
Tel. +44 (0)7976 256436
www.davidhollyheaddevelopments.co.uk

BALTIC TIMBER LODGES
Tel. +44 (0)8450 216873
www.logcabinlodge.co.uk

THE DREAM LODGE GROUP
Tel. 0845 123 6333
www.thedreamlodgegroup.co.uk

TOP TIPS
•  Seek specialist advice on design, 

planning and supply 

•  Buy the best you can afford to gain the 
most from your investment, in terms of 
quality, return, and longevity. 

•  Do your sums to work out payback 
periods

•  Always try to exceed visitor 
expectations

•  Choose manufacturers that supply 
timber from sustainable sources 

•  Consider energy efficient solutions

•  Consider investing in additional or 
unique facilities, such as wet rooms, 
saunas or hot tubs. 

Timber needs to be treated for maintenance purposes. To 
maintain the exterior of timber lodges, timber needs to be 
treated with a micro-porous preservative every six years which 
takes a day using a product that costs approximately £200  
per cabin.

However, holiday parks located by the sea with increased 
exposure to a sea breeze and salt would reduce this to three 
years. Kitchens should be replaced when they begin to look 
tired; the higher the number of lettings, the more regularly 
this will be required. 

Like most investments, you tend to reap what you sew. 
Lodges made from high-quality materials, such as hardwood 
timber, will typically be sturdier and last longer than  
those manufactured from less durable materials, such  
as imitation timber. 

ABOVE: Moveable cabin designs could offer potential for selling on. 
Pic: Island Leisure

ABOVE: To maintain the exterior of timber lodges, wood  needs to be 
treated with a micro-porous preservative every six years.. Pic: Baltic Lodges


